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Title ix regulations Compliance TOOLS SUMMARY 

Documents: 

 Catalogs, handbooks, job postings must comply with notice requirements of 106.8 

 Policy/ies- determine how the regulations will impact your policies 

 Procedure(s)- determine how the regulations will impact your procedures  

 Complaint form (electronic option too) 

 Form to assess formal complaint to determine if it meets Title IX definitions and requirements (or field 

within an electronic database). Should include assessment points to satisfy the requirement that schools 

demonstrate they have not been deliberately indifferent. Satisfy Recordkeeping requirements. 

 Form notice of investigation. This should build off of the complaint form. 

 Form investigation report. This should build off of the notice of investigation. Ensure that investigators 

are supplying the key information required as part of not only the investigation, but also required to 

help with the hearings and outcome letters. Investigations must be consistent with the notices of 

investigation- they must investigate what the school says is being investigated. 

 Form hearing tracking sheet. Includes tool to assess allowing or not allowing questions. Track such 

assessment for each question. 

 Form checklist and input sections for making determination of outcome: 

o Include finding of fact 

o Reasoning 

o Break down by element 

 Form notice of outcome. This requires information that has been gathered along the way and should be 

built off of the notice of investigation, the report, and how decisions are made in the hearing (ie, why 

there should be a form created to track decisions made in the hearing).  

 Training materials that comply with regulations 

 Create Case Tracking Checklist (it can be electronic) that serves to aid as the case progresses and 

includes steps taken, outcome, dates (of complaint, correspondence, hearing dates, outcome issued, 

appeal, etc). 

 Create document checklist that and provides a check on whether required documents have been 

created and are in file. 
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Technology: 

 Video conferencing or capability for hearings and interviews 

 Ability to record hearings via video, audio, or transcript 

 Recordkeeping system for cases 

 Learning management system or other tool to track employee training, with mechanism to keep and 

identify the exact training the employee received on the date indicated 

 Webpage to make the trainings available to the public. 

 Update web information for the office and to include required information 

 Notification system to applicants, parents, employees, etc.  

Training: 

 Annual in-depth trainings for campus police, appeal officers, hearing officers, panelists, investigators, TIX 

staff, etc. 

 Annual training for students and employees 

 Train others who may intersect with these issues so that they understand the new policies and 

procedures (Senior leadership, HR, counselors, athletics, residential life, etc). Particularly important for 

roles where there could be confusion about who is responsible for what.  

 Trainings must, at a minimum, include the requirements of the regulations 

 Develop materials that are appropriate to be placed on web  

Staff/people: 

 Hire the right way. Develop performance categories and appropriate job descriptions 

 Ensure that the Title IX coordinator is given the appropriate authority and is the hub for all Title IX 

matters as well as all other policies that they are responsible for. 

 Clarify roles, particularly for positions that may overlap or intersect with these matters. Very important 

that all stakeholders understand who owns what.  

 Trained hearing officers able to manage a quasi-judicial hearing (or outsource to firm) 

 Pool of advisors trained to handle the quasi-judicial hearing (or outsource to firm) 

 People to immediately support Title IX coordinator as the TIXC is now responsible for directly 

coordinating supportive measures (not all schools have TIXC doing this) 

 Trained panelists, investigators, appeal officers, coordinators 

 Form Title IX compliance team of key stakeholders to assist with knowledge sharing and compliance 

activities 
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